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Sebastiani Theatre 

"1930s Movie Theater"

Having opened its doors in the year 1934, Sebastiani Theatre is an iconic

venue for cinema and cultural activities in town. Since its establishment,

the theater has been renovated so that it has the latest of technologies.

However, the old-world charm has not diminished in any way and the

theater building itself is a wonder to look at. Sebastiani Theatre

showcases world cinema across all categories including art and foreign

films. Always brimming with creativity, they also host regular live events

such as magic shows, ballet and opera among many other activities.

 +1 707 996 9756  www.sebastianitheatre.co

m/

 events@sebastianitheatre.

com

 476 1st Street East, Sonoma

CA

 by Do u remember   

Sonoma Cinemas 

"Digital Movie Watching Experience"

Part of the Cinema West chain, this theater in Sonoma does not fail to

satisfy patrons. Like the other Cinema West theaters, this branch, too,

offers a fully digital experience with state-of-the-art sound and projection

technology. Grab a ticket for the latest feature film at reasonable prices,

sit back and relax in their plush seats which are arranged in the stadium-

style setup, and enjoy the show. For an even more enjoyable experience,

sit back and relax with popcorn and a soda from the refreshment stand.

 +1 707 935 1234  www.cinemawest.com/location?hou

se_id=2113

 200 Siesta Way, Fiesta Shopping

Center, Sonoma CA

Cameo Cinema 

"Lights, Cameo, Action!"

Having opened its doors in the year 1913, Cameo Cinema is an iconic

movie theater which shows not only first-run feature films but also a

number of independent movies, foreign films as well as reruns of classic

cinema. With Dolby Digital sound and amazing 3K resolution, the viewers

get top quality movie watching technology in a heritage building. Several

cultural events such as fundraisers and Oscar parties are also hosted here.

 +1 707 963 9779  www.cameocinema.com/  cameo@napanet.net  1340 Main Street, St. Helena

CA
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